Effects of Welding Parameters on Metal Transfer Process in Rotating Arc Narrow Gap Horizontal GMAW
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1. Introduction

The horizontal gas metal arc welding (GMAW) technology is used increasingly, especially in the manufacture field of the large and heavy structure parts because of its considerable flexibility and productivity. The rotating arc process was used to improve the sidewall penetration in the flat position, seam tracking and prevent the molten pool sagging during the horizontal welding. Recent research results showed that the rotating arc welding process could effectively improve the weld formation of narrow gap horizontal welding.

However, a better understanding of the metal transfer mechanisms involved in the GMAW process is still imperative and would be most useful for precise control of the geometry and the quality of the weld bead, as well as for control of heat input in the substrate. The metal transfer in GMAW was almost studied only by the computed simulation method. The experimental results of rotating arc narrow gap welding were rarely reported, especially in horizontal position.

With the development of welding technology, a number of sensing techniques have been used, e.g. sensing of airborne sound, sensing of welding arc voltage, sensing of arc light and high-speed photography. Compared with other methods, photography can directly provide information on the droplet-transfer rates and the droplet shapes. In this paper, the metal transfer of rotating arc narrow gap horizontal welding was studied by the high-speed photography system. The emphasis was placed on the analysis of the effects of welding parameters on metal transfer process.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

In this work, a FASTCAM SUPER10K high frame rate digital camera (3000frames/s) is used to obtain the images of the molten pool formation process in real time. A continuous xenon lamp is used as the back-lighting source. The welding power source is KEMPPI PROMIG5000. The power source is operating in constant wire-feed and constant voltage mode. The square groove with the width of 9mm and depth of 20mm is applied during the welding process. The diameter of the wire is 1.6mm.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 The Effect of Arc Voltage on Metal Transfer

Under the same process parameters, the metal transfer processes in different arc voltages are studied, the effects of the arc voltages on metal transfer in the rotating arc horizontal welding are presented.

Metal transfer with arc voltage of 26V is shown in Fig.1. The arc length is short with the lower arc voltage. During the wire downward motion, the tip of the wire presents penpoint shape which is the characteristic of spray transfer. But the short circuiting appears due to the short arc length. During the wire upward motion, the low wire melting efficiency, the slow metal transfer frequency and large droplet size present the globular transfer mode. When the wire moves to the location near the sidewall of the groove, the metal transfer transforms to short circuiting transfer. When the wire moves to the central of the groove, the metal transfer transforms to globular transfer mode again. So with arc voltage of 26V, the short circuiting transfer mode appears only at the location of groove center.

Metal transfer with arc voltage of 29V is shown in Fig.2. It indicates that the mode of metal transfer is spray transfer during the whole process. The transfer frequency is smooth in all areas except the central area, where the transfer frequency is slower during the process of wire upward motion. The short circuiting seldom appears.

Metal transfer with arc voltage of 30V is shown in Fig.3. It can be seen that the metal transfer mode is similar with that of 29V. While the metal transfer frequency larger and the droplet size smaller than that of 29V.
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3.1 The Effect of Arc Voltage on Metal Transfer

In a rotating period, the rotating arc length and the metal transfer frequency are different at different locations. Therefore, the metal transfer frequencies at the location of the groove centre when the wire moves upwards are compared. Metal transfer frequency at this position with different arc voltages is shown in Fig.4. Under the same parameters, the metal transfer frequency increases with the arc voltage. The welding current increases a little due to the rise of arc voltage. The arc length is short with the lower arc voltage. So it presents short circuiting transfer mode even though the tip of the wire presents the characteristics of spray transfer. When the voltage increases to 28V, the obvious spray transfer appears near the sidewall of the groove due to the increase of welding current. Globular transfer and short circuiting appear only at the centre of the groove. When the voltage increases to 29V or 30V, the spray transfer appears during the whole period while it includes a small number of globular transfers in the centre. The short circuiting transfer does not occur. Therefore, with the rise of arc voltage, welding current and arc length increase. It can be seen that the metal transfer changes from globular transfer and short circuiting transfer to spray transfer, the transfer frequency increases accordingly.

3.2 The Effect of Wire Feed Rate on Metal Transfer

The metal transfer with wire feed rate of 4m/min is shown in the Fig.5. The metal transfer is spray transfer mode near the lower sidewall. It transforms to globular transfer when the wire moves upwards to the centre of the groove and transforms to spray transfer when the wire moves to the upper sidewall again. The transfer mode does not change during the downward movement. Just the transfer frequency lowers and the droplet size increases at the central area.

In this paper, the method that constant voltage with constant wire feed is adopted. So the wire feed rate changes the welding current directly. But with the other parameter unchanged, different wire feed speeds presents different equilibrium position of wire feed rate and of wire melting rate. With different wire feed speeds, the wire extension stretches variously. This will directly causes the different arc length. With a slower wire feed speed, welding current is small. The metal transfer mode is based on spray transfer and globular transfer at this time. The short circuiting rarely
happens because of the long arc length. With the high wire feed speed, the metal transfer is spray transfer mode due to the improvement of welding current, but because of the long wire extension making a shorter arc length, the short-circuiting transfer occurs frequently.

Conclusions
1. The metal transfer process with different welding parameters in rotating arc narrow gap horizontal welding is observed by the high-speed photography system.
2. The transfer mode in different areas of groove presents different mode with different arc voltage and wire feeding rate.
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